This article explores new forms of inequality experienced by young white-collar professional women in Post-Socialist China. Drawing upon ethnographic data collected during a six-month stay in a Chinese company in eastern China, I explore how sexuality is played out in its organizational culture. Through an analysis of management attitudes, everyday office encounters and organizational activities, I
Introduction
During Mao's reign over China, the Cultural Revolution aimed to erase gender (and other) differences between citizens. These values were rejected in the early 1980s, Jieyu Liu SOAS University of London 2 2 and the largely state-controlled media started to promote feminine figures and womanly values as appropriate role models. As economic development picked up in the 1990s, the beauty economy boomed and has continued to grow ever since; for example, commercial companies employ models to advertise their products and many local governments have sponsored beauty contests to boost tourism. 1 In the shadow of this growing consumerism and deployment of a sexualized femininity in the public domain, 2 the sex industry has proliferated, catering to the demands of the increasing numbers of wealthy businessmen. 3 This re-sexualisation of Chinese women means there is a need to examine the new sexual politics and forms of inequality that may have arisen in the Chinese workplace.
Existing studies on gender and work in China focused on sexuality, have examined the life of sex workers, the low-paid service workers. 4 In contrast, this article examines the working experiences of highly educated young professional women, hailed by the Chinese media as 'white-collar beauties' (bailing liren). Despite the media's depiction of them living an enviable lifestyle in the front line of a pioneering modernity, these professional women are not immune from gender discrimination and sexual consumption. There is a gendered and sexualized story to be told. Building upon western feminist literature on gender, sexuality and organization, this article contributes to the development of global literature on gender, sexuality and work, but beyond the existing Euro-America model. Western scholars have already shown how organisational structures and workplace cultures are both gendered and sexualised, and that this is integral to organizational control and workplace relations. 5 These studies, however, are grounded in a discourse of sexuality markedly different from that in China. Under Mao, gender was pursued through the desexualisation of women; opening up the economy has re-sexualised Jieyu Liu SOAS University of London 3 3 women but in a context in which the continuance of past restrictions on sexual expression and discussion provide them with little or no opportunity for sexual autonomy. This makes sexualised office encounters and business cultures that young professional women have to negotiate particularly problematic. 6 Drawing upon ethnographic data I collected during a six-month stay in a Chinese company in eastern China, I explore how sexuality is played out in everyday interactions within the organizational culture of Chinese companies, and how the interplay of gender and sexuality contributes to the reproduction of masculine hierarchy and control in the workplace. Given the empirical basis of most scholarship on sexuality in organizations is Euro-American societies, the local sociality of gender and sexuality is often taken for granted. Using a Chinese company in China as a case study, this article aims to illuminate the importance of a local socio-cultural context in shaping the contour of sexualized control and resistance.
Sexuality at Work
Over the last three decades, western feminist scholars have criticized mainstream organization studies for overlooking the issue of sexuality. Like gender, sexuality is an integral part of work relations. At one end of the spectrum -sex as work -is the scholarship revealing how women are expected to perform aesthetic and sexual labour; sexuality is literally 'part of the job'. 7 In the mainstream labour market there are still many roles designed to incorporate women's sexual appeal with a view to attracting male customers; 8 for example, service roles such as like flight attendants and waitresses. 9 At the other end of the spectrum -sex in work -is the investigation into how sexual relations exist as a dialectic of control and resistance within Jieyu Liu SOAS University of London 4 4 organizations. For example, male bosses might exploit the relationship with their female secretaries; 10 male workers may develop predatory sexual discourses and shop floor cultures that derogate and segregate women. 11 In spite of this, or perhaps because of it, women actively engage in sexual politics. Rosemary Pringle found that female secretaries flirted with their male managers in order to gain concessions or even pursue for fun this kind of interaction. Peter Fleming's study of call centre workers exposed the organization's role in purposely controlling sexuality, and how an organization's apparent openness to sexuality masked how only certain sexual expressions deemed managerially useful were condoned. 12 The sex-in-work scholarship informs the discussion of my data. To help analyse sexuality at work, I employ objectification theory in an analytical framework. Embracing these features, the objectification of women involves the act of disregarding the personal and intellectual abilities of a woman, and reducing her worth or role in society to that of an instrument for sexual pleasure that she can produce in the mind of another. 14 This sexual objectification of women is widespread in western culture, permeating advertising, popular consumption, and of course pornography. China's market reforms, commercial culture and public discourse also embrace this sexual objectification of women, and this 'sexualization of the economy' has infected organizational culture. 15 I utilize this sexual objectification framework to reveal the process by which female employees are sexualized, and how the sexualization assists in the maintenance of gendered and hetero-normative control and hierarchy in the organization.
While exposing the organizational mechanism reproducing gendered and sexualized control, I also warn against the practice of misinterpreting Chinese women's responses by viewing them through the lens of inappropriate assumptions.
Although feminist scholars are generally more sensitive of inequalities and asymmetries on a global scale, there is a still long way to go toward understanding gender inequalities in East Asian societies: influential feminist scholarship remains grounded largely in an Euro-American axis that has defined its priorities. To date, major attempts to de-imperialize feminism have been framed in terms of an opposition between First World and Third World women, or more recently between the global North and the global South. 16 While it is necessary to develop feminist analyses of the widening gap between rich and poor nations, the effect of such a Jieyu Liu SOAS University of London 6 6 focus has been to exclude Chinese women who are neither Western nor from the global South. By grounding analysis in local socio-cultural meanings and mechanisms of the Chinese gender-sex system, this article aims to shed fresh light upon the ways in which gender and sexuality are integral to the processes of compliance and resistance of masculine domination at work beyond Euro-American parameters.
Western studies on sex in organizations are grounded in a socio-cultural discourse of sexuality markedly different from that in China. Traditionally, it was acceptable for Chinese men to have multiple sexual partners (with concubines or prostitutes), while women were valued for their chastity. One mechanism to monitor the sexual purity of women was through the segregation of the sexes from the early years of life; the 'inner' space confined women to the household, out of public sight, was seen as necessary counterpart to the 'outer' space where men moved freely. 17 Whether to cross this boundary or not was critical to distinguishing between women who were 'respectable' or 'pariahs'. The obsessive concern with women's respectability in pre-modern writings (which conveyed messages that women should avoid suspicion, shun male company, not gossip) implied that sexuality was central to women' social identity. 18 By contrast, the social status of men was defined occupationally, dividing those who labor with their minds (the scholar elite) from those who labor with their hands (farmers and artisans). 19 Twentieth-century reforms targeted the spatial concealment of women and moved them into the public space, outside the home, through mass mobilization into women's employment. 20 The link between sexuality and women's social status, however, was never contested and in the official Maoist discourse, women were the principal targets and agents of sexual morality and respectability. Although PostJieyu Liu SOAS University of London 7 7 Socialist China has witnessed a boom of sexualization and commodification of women's bodies, women's sexual desire and autonomy remain moralized in the public space and continue to be key markers of 'reputable' women in the reform era. 21 Indeed, boundary-crossing sex workers and (the few) women who write about their sexual experiences are publicly condemned as morally abhorrent and disreputable, while businessmen are free to enjoy the sexual consumption of women. 22 This wider context and the deeply engrained link between sexuality and women's social status is the key to understanding the ways in which sexualized control and women's resistance take place in Chinese workplaces.
Women's respectability is closely tied to their sexual morality. 'Respectable' women's conformity to gendered sexual control, however, cannot be viewed simply as a sign of their powerlessness and so a more nuanced analysis is required to account for women's agency. Feminist scholars of non-western societies have highlighted the use of the 'gender mask' for women to gain social acceptance, 23 and to demonstrate their capacities to produce 'public transcripts' appropriate to the needs of the moment. 24 Thus, in a public space such as the office, women conform to a moral script in order to maintain their own (and their family's) respectability. There are also other social factors, such as the lack of state welfare provision, which mean that wider family and kinship networks remain the main source of funding and support for individuals in contemporary China, and thus for a woman to damage her reputation may have profound economic and social implications in a relational society. 25 And so, while I agree with the call by western feminists to find new ways to communicate about sex and to reframe the boundaries of what is acceptable, 26 caution should be raised against any simplistic demand grounded in a western feminist ideal for Chinese women to assert sexual autonomy for themselves publicly.
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The Company
This article is based upon data collected through an ethnographic study of a company situated in the Yangtze River Delta in eastern China. The Delta, which includes Shanghai, is one of the economic zones designated by the state for development of the market economy and has enjoyed rapid growth since the economic reforms of the 1980s. The company is one of the major state-owned foreign-trade companies in the region, specializing in exporting machinery; it has an annual export volume among the highest in eastern China. Because of its size, stature and profitability, it is a desirable employer for many local graduates. During the economic restructuring of the late 1990s many older staff took early retirement from the company, and as a result, the age of employees now range from 22 to 45, with the majority in their late The sales department, which was generally viewed as the core of the company, was sub-divided into six sectors depending on export region. There were three types of positions: sales assistant (most junior in the department), sales manager, and 9 section manager (most senior in the department). When I first started my fieldwork, there were six male section managers, seven male sales managers and one female sales manager; twenty-four female sales assistants and ten newly recruited sales assistants (four men, six women, all of whom had graduated from top universities in the region). By 2015, the four men from the 2008 recruitment round had all became sales managers, including two section managers, but the six women were all still sales assistants.
Job segregation by gender had significant material consequences for women employees. 27 The wage structure of the company consisted of a basic wage, welfare allowances and a bonus. The first two components were calculated according to a number of factors such as educational level, years of service and positional pay grade.
The lowest level pay grade of a sales manager equalled the highest level pay grade of a sales assistant. However, the major differentiating factor in take-home-pay between grades was the bonus. The bonus of a sales manager was equal to 15 per cent of the profit contribution of all deals completed, and in a good month this could be more than a sales assistant earned in a year. Sales assistants, who may have made a significant contribution to the successful completion of a deal, received a bonus that was set within a fixed range with the exact figure determined by their line manager's assessment of their performance. This meant that while a sales manager's income was linked to the success of the company, the income of a sales assistant was subject to labour control.
In addition to the officially documented wage structure, there was an unspoken, opaque practice that was crucial to the economic polarization in the company: the annual distribution of dividends from company shares. Although the company was officially classified as state-owned, up to 30 per cent of its registered share capital was held by management and, unbeknown to sales assistants, sales managers were invited to buy company shares at a discounted price. Since the company was both highly profitable and had grown considerably in a relatively short period of time, several managers had become millionaires through the dividends they were paid. This polarizing income gap between sales managers and sales assistants was built upon a vertical segregation by gender but also paradoxically set out the material conditions in which gender and sexuality were played out in the company.
The Official Stance
When I first started working at the company the human resources assistant, Xiao Chen, gave me a booklet entitled Regulations On Employees' Everyday Behaviours. 28 The booklet had eight pages in total dealing with everyday manners, office health and safety, and workplace discipline. The first page detailed the appearance requirements in the workplace. Men were not allowed beards; to wear short trousers, a vest or sleeveless shirt. Women were not allowed to wear sleeveless shirts, tummy revealing, low cut, or tight clothing, mini-skirts (skirts needed to be at least knee-length), or seethrough clothes.
The different clothing requirements for men and women were built upon an assumption that women's gender presentation is embedded in sexual ways. The prohibited clothing for women was associated with deviated women's sexuality while the men's dress code simply differentiated between casual and formal; i.e. men's sexuality was not used to define the parameters of their presentation in the workplace.
As a consequence, management's different treatment of gender display sent an implicit message that women's sexuality should be monitored and controlled in the organization. In practice, I noticed that while women complied with the dress codeall women wore feminine, but did not dress sexually, the style and colours of women's clothing were diverse. Moreover, none of the women wore a suit or formal dress; and during my entire stay I only saw one woman (sales assistant) dressed formally, and that was because she was about to fly to a trade fair that day. All men wore open collar shirts and jackets; on the days when clients were visiting, they wore suits to comply with the company's requirement. Feeling like having one on the left and one on the right, it is extremely pleasant.
Q: How will this arrangement play in the workplace?
A: It can stimulate productivity. Life won't be boring. Through flirting with women colleagues, the atmosphere will be lifted up. I hope that in my section there are considerable levels of office banter as I find it can be inspiring.
The interviews with male managers indicated an encouragement of an eroticized workplace culture, which they considered conductive to boosting morale and productivity. This eroticization of the organization is formulated through, and symbolized in, the interactions between men and women at work. The underlying message is that women are brought into the workplace to stimulate male workers. The discrepancy between the management's desire to eroticize workplace culture and official regulation on appearance creates a paradox for women. While their desexualized body is an important symbol of the organization's professional image for outsiders, female employees were sexually objectified by the masculine management team within the organization; one consequence of this was that female employees were routinely subject to sexual innuendo at work.
The eroticized workplace culture also exhibited a new form of masculinity in Post Socialist China. 29 This masculinity is a local presentation of 'transnational business masculinity', which is characterized by 'its increasingly libertarian sexuality, with a growing tendency to commodify relations with women' and emerges as the dominant form on a global scale as a result of geopolitical struggles, multinational corporations, Jieyu Liu SOAS University of London 13 13 global markets and transnational media. 30 In the context of East Asia, this hypermasculinity has been naturalized as 'part and parcel of the economic development of many states and firms'. 31 Zurndorfer points out the historical link between the past and present in the formation of Chinese masculinity; men's overbearing hegemonic behaviour in the reform era is closely linked to the traditional polygyny in pre-modern China, and their emasculinization in the pre-reform era.
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Office Banter
Xiao Zhang was slim, with a small good-looking face, and in her late 20s. She had a masters degree in human resources management, and was head of the human resources department. This made Xiao Zhang the only woman in the management team, and she often joked with me that the human resources department was a women's department, and the least important section in the company. Every three months, the company held a two-day management meeting. After I had been in the company for a couple of months, I attended one of these occasions. Xiao Zhang, her deputy, and I were the only women at the gathering.
In the opening report by General Manager Wang, he noted the company's initiative to build a factory on a recently purchased piece of land. During the course of his presentation, Wang mentioned that it would be good to plant trees around the factory, then turned to Xiao Zhang, smiled, and said 'the tree planted by us two will grow fast and strong'. All the other managers laughed. I glanced at Xiao Zhang and she remained silent without any facial expression. I then looked at General Manager
Wang who seemed pleased with the reaction to his comment and uninterested in Zhang's reaction. Jokes like this occurred several times during the morning meeting.
At lunchtime, all the participants of the meeting were invited to have a meal at a nearby restaurant. My Later, the deputy manager turned to me, and said that since I had the highest degree at the table, he would like to know my opinion in mate selection. He set out a scenario in which I should assess the men at our table as potential marital partners for myself, and asked whom I would select and why. I thought as an outsider to the company, I would be excluded from the banter and so his proposal took me by surprise. In response I explained mate selection in academic terms and diluted the sexual element. I could tell the deputy manager was disappointed with my answer as it did not achieve the 'atmosphere stimulating' effect he hoped for.
After this close experience of office banter, I met with Xiao Zhang separately, and asked her to reflect upon these interactions. Age and marital status seemed to play a key role in the women chosen by men as targets for their banter. Xiao Zhang felt she was the youngest among the three women present, not married, and so she the softest target. When I asked to elaborate, Xiao Zhang replied:
The first time I was really uncomfortable. They told dirty jokes about me, I
wanted to find a crack on the ground and slip into it. In fact, at the time I Xiao Zhang's experiences were common and permeated the interactions female sales assistants had with male managers. Section Manager Zhou was fond of telling jokes at his female assistant's expense but he also commented there should be a boundary, and that was physical contact; that is, men should not have a physical relationship with a female colleague:
A: Telling dirty jokes at women can satisfy a dry 'erotic' craving.
Q: What does a dry craving mean?
A: That you want to play with a woman but you cannot have a real sexual relationship with her. Married men already have responsibilities and don't need any further burden.
Occasionally the staff stepped over Section Manager Zhou's boundary. Before my time at the company there was a married sales manager who fell in love with one of his sales assistants and divorced his wife to marry his assistant. Both parties left the company soon after. In the case of singleton employees involved in a relationship, the company authorities took steps to separate the two people as they did not consider it professional for a husband and wife to work alongside each other. For example the woman would be moved out of the sales department into a supporting sectioneffectively a demotion because wages were lower outside the sales department.
However, the man involved in the office marriage was more likely to be promoted, or even given greater responsibility as it was assumed he now had a family to provide for. In the six years after 2008, four couples followed this pattern.
Recent scholarship on sexuality in organization studies has concerned itself with whether office banter brings pleasure or harassment to an organizational setting. 34 The Chinese office dynamics researched here indicate that the answer to this question is complicated. First, the office setting provided an arena for office banter to take place. Within the company, apart from separate offices for the general manager, deputy general manager and a few meeting rooms, all employees operated in an open plan space with individual desks compartmentalized by panels up to the head level when one sits down. Therefore, employees peering over these panels to chat to those nearby while remaining seated was common practice.
Two types of conversations took place between men and women on a day-today basis. The first type, work-related conversations, involved managers delegating tasks to the sales assistants. These conversations did not involve sexual connotations.
Section managers and above tended to be more direct in their orders while sales managers (who were a rank higher than women assistants but relatively low within the organizational hierarchy) sometimes opened the conversation by complimenting the women; for example, by saying 'Xiao Zhang, since you are always so effective and fast, please help to get this done for me'. By assessing men's position in the 17 organization, and their relation with them, women sometimes bargained with the sales managers when these requests were made: for example asking them to buy their lunch, or to bring them gifts from a forthcoming overseas business trip. From my observations of these interactions, I felt that women genuinely found such interactions pleasing.
The second type of conversation involved sexual banter in the office space. On most such occasions, the sexual banter happened all of a sudden: for example, the joker saw something in the news or heard something that prompted them to a sexual joke, which had nothing to do with the work in hand. Analysing at the contents of the men's sexual jokes, the discursive pattern usually involved an imaged affair between the joker and his target. It was often married senior managers (section managers and above, although occasionally some sales managers) who told sexual jokes. To an extent, these jokes provided a discursive landscape that embraced their paradoxical stance towards extramarital affairs: on the one hand, the managers disputed extramarital affairs as something to be avoided, but on the other hand, they were active in constructing imagined extra-marital relationships through the practice of joking. The jokes therefore provided an avenue for a sort of sexually cathartic expression enabling the men to play out a fantasy without disturbing the harmony of their family life. Through this discursive repetition, a sexual hierarchy was established and symbolized in contrast with the subordinate expressions of feminine desire and an aggressive drive of masculine desire. 35 In general women told far fewer jokes than men because of their lower position in the organizational hierarchy. When they did tell jokes, they were mostly oriented towards sales managers (i.e. the rank closest to them) and concerned with the Agency in public sexual discourse remains largely a male privilege. Men who initiated sexual jokes were clearly in favour of such a practice, claiming this to be an effective mechanism for stimulating the office atmosphere and bringing pleasure to all. Men who were good at telling sexual jokes were considered good icebreakers by senior management -a desirable quality in a client facing environment, which in turn enhanced their perception among senior male colleagues and so ultimately benefited their career development. By contrast, female employees were 19 uncomfortable with the practice in their initial encounters but needed to learn to live with it due to its routinization in organizational culture (on average four to five times a day). For these women, something that men claimed was pleasurable frequently bordered on sexual harassment, with stressful consequences for young unmarried women. 36 Unlike sex workers, who have already crossed the moral boundary and are so much freer to engage in sexual joking, 37 the intersection of gender and professional class put these women's sexuality under a strict moral constraint. I did not encounter any woman in the company who freely and actively responded when sexually joked at in the public office setting; women's silence was the most common response. However, women's silence in public sexual discourse should not simply be interpreted as a sign of their powerlessness. Because of the way in which women's social status is judged by her sexuality, the damage to her sexual reputation is far more detrimental in a relational society. There were rumours in the organization about a woman from another foreign trade company that was good at 'everything'
(including sexual joking) but because of this she was nicknamed 'public toilet' by the men, casting a dark cloud over her reputation. Through the repetition of rumours such as these, an implicit warning was sent out to advise people to distance themselves from this type of women. Taking into account the consequences of their behaviour in a society that put so much emphasis upon relational building and reputation, women considered it wise to appear silent and expressionless for the sake of maintaining their respectability.
There were also layers of responses contingent upon the context in which women faced men telling sexual jokes in public. 38 In a confined masculine group setting such as the formal management meetings, women always remained silent when sexually joked at. In an everyday office setting, women strategized their On one occasion, a female sales assistant named Yin had just asked me my age when
Mr Li passed by and overhead our conversation. He suddenly commented: 'I like eating both the big and small'. In pre-modern China, the 'big' implies the wife and the 'small' implies the concubine whilst eating is an indirect way to infer 'sleeping with'.
By invoking this classical Chinese saying, Mr Jing tried to objectify both the sale assistant and me as his sexual compliance. Yin answered back sternly, go away, clean your mouth.
Afterwards, Yin warned me that I should be cautious around Mr Jing as he had a reputation for making sexual jokes in an attempt to gain the attention of women, and was notorious for being persistent. Other women assistants showed convulsion or chose deliberate avoidance if he came near. As there was no company policy or procedure for dealing with sexual harassment at the organization, warnings from other women about certain men had become a self-initiated protective mechanism to monitor men in the office.
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Not all men participated in telling sexual jokes. A couple of male sales managers confided in me that because they were shy, they did not know how to speak to women. They did not know how to tell jokes, let alone sexual jokes. As men in senior management set the tone by telling sexual jokes, the hegemonic corporate masculinity of the organization entails this aspect, which in turn creates a burden for men who did not fit with this model. Since the economic reform, Chinese society has entered a stage in which everything is measured economically. This is not necessarily a good thing.
Through these events, perhaps the state hopes to strengthen citizens' faith and spiritual mood. These collective activities aim to boost the collective ideals and foster team spirit.
Mr. Wang felt that the collective activities of state-owned companies had an enduring relevance and were a necessary state control to infuse young people with collective ideals.
During my stay in the organization, there was a men's basketball event. The company needed to form a basketball team to compete with teams from other stateowned companies in the region and the collective spirit of each company would be expected to be on show throughout the event. For these events it was an unspoken rule that everyone invited must take part and if they chose not to participate they would be considered selfish and lacking in collective values. Given that the preparation, and the event itself, took place in the employees' spare time, i.e. breaks and weekends, this request was all the more demanding.
The senior management of the participating companies decided that, to enable women to participate in a "men's basketball event" each company also needed to Zhang asked me to be a basketball babe, explaining that it was a political task.
If it is classified as a political task, one has to complete without any asking. But because every day we already work quite late, adding this political task, I felt it was too much to take on so I made an excuse of being not well to turn down her request. Later I told my mother and she scolded me badly, because she knew that if I turned it down, people at my workplace would have a bad impression of me.
Miss Wang's mother was right to be concerned, Xiao Zhang later confided in me that she felt Miss Wang did not want to be part of the team, and so she decided to exclude her from other activities, including work related opportunities.
Because the cheerleading team needed to rehearse at weekends, during all lunch breaks, and some evenings they sacrificed considerably more time preparing for the event than the men's basketball team (which practiced only at weekends).
However, the main discontent in the team arose over how much of a woman's body should be revealed during the performance. Although male managers at the company had no direct link with the cheerleading team, some sought to influence the women's attire, saying that women should wear something to "excite one's eyeballs" (ciji yanqiu). Such a request was met with resistance from most women, and some even cited the workplace dress code which noted that low cut tops or mini-skirts were not allowed. During the negotiation over the women's clothing, the male management gave a distorted discourse of women and modernity: they claimed the women assistants were too conservative and traditional to wear revealing clothes. should be understood within the local sociality of gender-sex system in China which is grounded in a deeply engrained link between sexuality and women's social status.
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In a relational society that puts great emphasis upon reputation and networks, with profound economic and welfare implications, professional women conform to maintain their social 'respectability'.
Through the case study in China, this article reinstates that sexuality is deeply embedded in local social relations and speaks to the literature on sexuality in organization studies which hitherto has been mostly based in Euro-American societies.
Would re-eroticization of workplace culture bring pleasure or harassment in an organizational setting? The Chinese office dynamics indicate that the answer to this question is complicated and the pleasure for women was dependent upon the contents, where and in particular, who possessed the agency in sexual encounters. Given that China is a place in which sexuality is closely tied to defining women's social identity and society is highly relational and emphasizes reputation, the emancipatory potential of re-eroticization of organizations could be premature for women. Instead, this article calls for the need to pay greater attention to the ways in which local sociality of gender and sexuality shapes the contour of control and resistance within the workplace rather than being trapped in a dichotomy of pleasure and coercion. -revealed continued and significant double standards of sexuality and morality. One possible explanation is that this study was conducted in a provincial city where the youth were in some way
